
the support team here at teenage engineering hq may be compact, but their
work spreads far and wide. they are the ones who answer your burning
questions, fix your gear, and pass on improvements and feature requests;
they're the customer voice on the inside. 

''our main focus is replying to questions and requests, making sure we answer
as quickly as possible. each day we also take care of repairs and returns. then
we also have meetings with departments across the company which is our
opportunity to share customer feedback.''

SPARE PARTS

one of the biggest parts of working in the support team is problem solving.

''the best problems are the ones that teach us something new and give us an
opportunity to make an improvement.''

GIFTS, NOTES AND DRAWINGS FROM AROUND THE WORLD

having such international and varied customers, we receive all kinds of requests,
problems, even gifts, on a daily basis.

''as we deal with customers worldwide, it's interesting to see different
approaches from different sides of the world, and some people are
genuinely funny.''

''the creativity of people is mind blowing sometimes. we think we've seen it all,
but people are coming up with crazy new setups all the time.''

''we have a little display by our window of some nice notes and drawings
people have sent us with their returns… big shout out to lionel in switzerland for
the chocolates!''

THE SUPPORT TEAM

with so many messages coming in every day, you're bound to learn something
new about our products and the people who operate them.

''there are some incredibly talented people writing to us and they really drive us
to learn and discover more!''

catching up with nosaj thing
AUGUST 10, 2023

artist and producer nosaj thing, aka jason chung, is an old friend. we met for the
first time back in 2010 when OP-1 was revealed; chung was making beats on
OP-1 for the ''make beats'' competition with stüssy, and his first album, drift, had
just been released. today, he's past his fifth record and stopping by stockholm
for a long awaited visit after playing sónar in barcelona.

NOSAJ THING

his latest record, continua, is chung's first big collaborative effort, and a leap out
of his comfort zone.

"as someone that just started making beats in the bedroom… also being more
introverted, it was a huge challenge for me to really step up as a producer and
learn how to communicate with multiple personalities. this is also my first album
with luckyme and dom who runs the label… i had like this dream list of artists i
wanted to work with and he told me, ''hey, i hate to break it to you, but you're
gonna have to send some dms.'' … i guess then i just understood that if you
have this idea, you have this vision, and you want to work with someone, it is
always going to mean more if you reach out directly. and a few of those were
very difficult for me. i had drafts for a few weeks or even a month [before i sent
them]. 

"i think everyone on the record were artists i was already listening to for several
years, so it was almost like this was the cast in a movie i had in mind… so i just
kind of already knew that it was going to work and fit."

NOSAJ THINGS STUDIO

chung's cinematic intentions are clear throughout "continua". calling on artists
well-versed in the realm of ethereal composition like julianna barwick and duval
timothy, to notorious mood setters like toro y moi and coby sey, chung and his
supporting cast have released one of the most lowkey survival soundtracks of
the past year.

this collaborative approach flowed from the studio to the records visual
language, working with creative director eric hu, and calling in photographers
phil nisco and donovan novotny for the music videos. the blueprint emerged
from his production process, one that has always been inspired by moving
image.

"last year, we saw this film called 'memoria', and of course 'koyaanisqatsi'. i
played that film a lot during this record, and i was just like, 'this movie came out
in early 80s. what's our version? what can we do?' donovan is such a talented
photographer, i just told him 'hey, just make video stills of what you do already.'
he was just so hyped on that idea."

WATCH THE MUSIC VIDEOS FROM "CONTINUA".

these videos also formed the basis of nosaj thing's new live set design,
developed with japanese artist, daito manabe, for this years sónar festival.

"since my first album… i would always write music with the tv on mute. it's just
always been my thing. [i put on] whatever i like to watch and just use that as
inspiration.

"i guess for me, whenever i'm creating a new idea of music, images just come
into my head. but i think also just being in the day and age of information
overload, maybe it just helps me not look at anything else. you know what i
mean? in a weird way, it just helps me focus, just like putting on more of a 
slow film.

"i really love static shots….that's been a huge inspiration on the most current live
show. it was something i wanted to see. usually when you see tour visuals, most
of the time just fast moving, so just to see something just more like a static
image or video, it's just refreshing to me."

NOSAJ THING AND DAITO MANABE AT SÓNAR FESTIVAL THIS YEAR.

alexander wessely's "kortex" at fotografiska
JUNE 29, 2023

alexander wessely has worked with some of the worlds biggest artists. from the
weeknd, rihanna and drake, to 070 shake, swedish house mafia and avicii – the
multimedia artist has had a front row seat to the phenomenon of idol worship.
this experience, directly observing the hyperreality of celebrity, is what has
shaped the concept of his latest exhibition. 

ALEXANDER WESSELY

"kortex" is wessely's most extensive solo exhibition yet. showing at stockholm's
fotografiska museum, he attempts to "remove the outer shell, showing the core
and the essence of the human underneath, in their most fragile state" through
marble sculptures, video and light installations, soundscapes, and 3D
photography.

"i started working with all these physical marble sculptures four years ago, it's
sort of the final stage of a 10 year chapter. the whole theme of 'kortex', which is
bark or the outer layer in old greek or latin, came very organically after working
with artists on a high level. creating sculptures, set design, scenography,
creative direction, and sort of creating the worlds around these artists. the fans
and admirers in the crowd, they have this godlike type approach to this person
who is just a fellow human. they adore this person, but what they actually adore
and obsess about is a shell that's added onto that person. it's the shell and the
persona… that's why the marble, which is a very hard material but extremely
fragile at the same time, symbolizes us as humans very well."

WESSELY'S MARBLE SCULPTURES

the exhibition is dark, the marble figures dissected and raw. a rolling drone
sounds in the distance as a murmur of a voice becomes louder upon approach.
one of the pieces in the exhibition is a poem written and read by 070 shake,
playing out of an OD-11 subtly encased inside a hollow marble pillar.

OD-11 IN MARBLE

"our collaboration goes back four years. from our first sort of sit down, i was
inspired by [070 shake] and her vision and her mentality… she's like all feels, all
the way. she's so curious and well rounded.

when i showed her this work, which is called 'humans', she was very inspired.
and she started talking about us being born naked and how when we die you
won't be able to tell the difference between us… when she started talking
about it i was like, 'okay, stop, i need to record this!' and so we recorded this
very genuinely on the phone. it's not scripted or anything, she was just talking
as she looked at it. and it's sort of a comment on the exhibition theme, but also
a conversation with herself being dani and herself now also being 070 shake."

you can experience wessely's exhibition "kortex" at fotografiska in stockholm,
now showing until september 17.

learn more about OD-11 here

raz fresco - "pocket operations II: forty seconds only"
JUNE 8, 2023

we sat down with our friend raz fresco last week on the release day of "pocket
operations II: forty seconds only", his second record filled with tracks made
exclusively with PO-33 K.O.!

"i'm raz fresco, mr. marvelous himself. i'm reporting live from 'the bakery' here in
downtown toronto, canada. i'm a rapper, producer, photographer, and work with
videos. long story short, i'm a renaissance man."

RAZ FRESCO WITH HIS PO-33 K.O.!

fresco's history with the PO-33 isn't particularly long, but it is prolific. in the
search for new gear after his akai mpd broke in 2021, he found the missing
piece in his production workflow. "i was like 'yo, i can make beats on the go?'
cos' before i was tied to my computer for my whole life as a producer."

today, PO-33 is a mainstay in his production setup and at the nexus of his
"pocket operations" project.

"there've been times where i've brought it to the record shop when i'm digging
for records and i can sample there, right away on the spot."

FRESCO'S PO CASE IS FROM BEAT MAKER'S BOUTIQUE

taking his PO-33 from record stores to walks by the lake, fresco's hyper-
curiosity found satisfaction in the creative possibilities of the tiny sampler, a
mindset that finds itself at home within a legacy of beatmakers throughout
history, including his own uncle.

"my uncle is in the reggae hall of fame, his name is earl zero. so i'm directly tied
into the early dub scene… and that scene was revolutionary in the sense that
they made the electronics an instrument. that's part of my dna as far as building
your own sound."

from mozart to dilla, music has always been a reflection of its time - the
machines, architecture and cultural movements of the moment all locked in a
tennis match of influence. being a student of hip hop, this knowledge only
reinforces fresco's determination to be a part of the conversation.

PO-33 K.O.! IN FRESCO'S FAVORITE CASES

"in the timeline of hip hop, certain pieces of equipment came out and like
they've been so substantial… there's a point where there was just a turntable
and then all of a sudden there were two! then the mpcs and SP 1200s came out
in the 90s. there are producers that are associated with these machines
because their understanding of sound and their usage of them revolutionized
hip hop.

in the 2000s, around the time ‘madvillainy’ and these things dropped, they had
the roland SP 404 and the first 303… they're like, 'yo, this equipment has a
different workflow!' it activates your mind to work differently.

[the pocket operator] is another step in the evolution… i just wanted to be one
of the people on the timeline too because i see it and i know that this is a
moment. i wanted to capture the moment and show the system was upgraded."
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